Let (£/t) be a sequence of experiments with the same finite parameter set. Suppose only that identiiication of the parameter is possible asymptotically. For laige classes of information functionals we show that their exponential rates of convergence towards complete information coincide. As a special case we obtain the rate of the Shannon capacity of product experiments.
Introduction
There are various measures of the information content of a Statistical experiment £, among others the decision theoretic deficiency distance to the most informative experiment and the Shannon capacity (which was introduced in the Statistical context by D.V. Lindley [9] and J.M. Bernardo [1] ). These numbers are not easily computed. Therefore it is desirable to describe at least their asymptotic behaviour when the experiments get more and more informative. To cur knowledge the asymptotics of the Shannon capacity has not been studied for finite parameter situations. We do this using the framework of /-(dis)similarities in the sense of Györfi and Nemetz [5] . The main message of our paper is the following Observation: Let £k (k G IN) be a sequence of experiments with a common finite parameter set. The only assumption about these experiments is that they allow asymptotically the Identification of the parameter, i.e. that they converge to an experiment with complete information. Then the exponential rate of the information gain does not depend on the special choice of the information functional, at least in a very wide class of functions /. In particular the capacity and the deficiency always have the same rate. For product experiments E. Torgersen ([12] ) extended the large deviation theorem of H. Chernoff ([2] ) in order to identify the deficiency rate. Thus our result gives in particular the asymptotic rate of the Shannon capacity for finite parameter product experiments. For another model where these rates can be computed explicitly see the forthcoming paper [10] which treats finite Markov chain experiments.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces /-similarities, discusses some examples and extends the concepts of equivocation, Information gain and capacity to the more general setting. Section 3 collects a few useful facts about concave functions on the Simplex of n-ary probability vectors. Section 4 discusses the convergence of the /-similarities if the Identification of the parameters is possible. Section 5 contains the main results. Roughly speaking they say: Exponentially equivalent / have the same exponential rate for the similarity.
Notations. Let £ = {Pi,..., Pn} be a Statistical experiment with parameter set {1,..., n}, i.e. a finite family of probability distributions on the common measurable space X. The set of all probability vectors of length n is denoted by Prohn-Let A e Prohn be considered as a prior distribution on the parameter Space. We write Px = ^'^t for every X e X the associated posterior distribution (^^(x),..., ^^^{x)) S Prohn is denoted by Ä(2;). The uniform prior
•'' i is denoted Xunif-For 1 < i < the Symbol e^ denotes the i-th unit vector which corresponds to the point mass at i.
/-Similarities
Extending an idea of I. Csiszär [4] , L. Györfi and T. Nemetz introduced (see the references in [5] ) the concept of /-dissimilarities as a way to measure the degree of mutual singularity of a family of n probability distributions Pi,..., P" on the same Observation space. Here / is a convex function on Proh". In Order to include the entropy functional we change signs and consider "/-similarities" for concave functions /. Actually for our main results we shall weaken the concavity requirement considerably. However, for us it is essential that the function / is bounded which excludes some cases studied by Csiszar. It turns out to be helpful to introduce a prior distribution as an additional parameter. 
for sequences of experiments Sk = {Pi*', • • •, P^*'} where the measures P/*^' become more and more Singular to each other and the experiment Ma is one with complete information, i.e. with pairwise Singular measures P,. For Ma one has Pi{Ai = ej = 1 for each i and hence Hj{Ma,X) = is just the affine part of the function /. Thus the difference (1) will not be changed if we change the affine part of /. Therefore we shall assume in many cases /(ci) = 0 or equivalently Hf(Ma, A) = 0. As £ approaches Ma the posterior distributions are dose to the extreme points Ci and, thus, what really matters for the asymptotics of the above difference is the eisymptotic behaviour of /(A) as A approaches these extreme points. In particular we shall see that changing / by, say, a factor of logarithmic order does not change the exponential rate of !!/(£, A). Therefore this rate depends very little on the explicit 'parametric' form of f.
If / is concave then Jensen's inequality implies the inequality A) < /(/ .... I X"dP,) = /(A,,..., A").
Hence for concave / the number !!/(£, A) as a function of £ has the maximal value /(A) which is attained if Fi = ... = P", i.e. if £ is the least informative experiment.
Like the dissimilarity (cf. [5] ) the similarity includes for particular choices of / several known functionals. (1) is determined for product experiments where f{z) = -ip{z) and ^ is a sublinear map on the whole space R" (i.e. V satisfies ^^{x + y) < ip{x) + ^(y) and tl){ax) = aiplx) for all a > 0 and x,y € IR"). Clearly every sublinear t/i is convex and hence the induced / on Prob" is concave. The function b in example 2.5 is of this type: Take tp{z) =|] z ]]oo -E"=i 2«-However, not every concave function / on Prohn is of this form. Neither the entropy functional of example 2.4 nor the functions /" in example 2.6 can be extended to concave functions on R" because on any Line through an extreme point ti their slope near d becomes infinite.
Example 2.8
Let us specialize to n = 2. Fix 1 < r < oo. Let /(zi, Z2) = 1 -l^i -zj l"". Because of 6(zi,z2) = 1 -max(zi,z2) = min(zi,z2) and the general relation o + & -ja -6] = 2min(o, 6) one has /(z) = 2b(z) in the special case r = 1. Moreover writing 0 = (P, + F2)/2 we get Here the integral is for r = 1 the total Variation distance and for r = 2 the Square of the Hellinger distance between Pi and P2. So in particular Example 2.9 For n = 2 one can also consider the function /(zi,z2) = for a function / on R+. This formally gives the /-divergence of Csiszär [4] . However our boundedness restriction (which is enforced by the continuity) excludes interesting convex examples like the Kullback-Leibler number which corresponds to the function f{x) = logi. Of course one could symmetrize and rescale, taking
/(z"Z2)=exp(-Zi/(^)-Z2/(J)). Z2 Zi
This function is not concave. The corresponding similarity then is related in a weak sense to the Kullback-Leibler distance and it fits into our framework.
For some purposes it is convenient to pass from Prohn to the füll cone R". In this connection we note (but shall not use) the fact that the number Hf{£,X) is the value me{f)) of the conical measure me associated with the experiment £ at the positively homogeneous function f^'-z^ /(^iZi, .
•., A"2") (cf. [7] ,ch.3). So in this sense our paper deals with 'large deviations of conical measures'.
Extending the approach of D. V. Lindley [9] from entropy to general similarities one introduces the expected amount of Information (measured in terms of the functional /) which one gains by passing from the prior to the posterior distribution. This corresponds to the transmission rate in Shannon theory. The maximal Information gain corresponds to the Shannon capacity.
Definition 2.12 The number

If{£,X) = f{Xu-,K)-H,{£,X) is called the /-information gain of the experiment £ w.r.t. the prior X. The symbol Cf{£) denotes the maximal f-information gain
Cf{£)= max If{£,X).
AtfTOOn
The following lemma implies in particular that indeed on the compact set Prohn the value If{£,X) attains its maximum.
Lemma 2.13 If f : Prohn -> H is continuous then Hj{£, A) and If{£, X) are continuous in X e Prohn-
Proof: Let Q = J^JLi Pi-We use the representation from remark 2.11
In this integral the argument of / is a continuous function of A for each x and by the special choice of Q it is uniformly bounded in each component as a function of x and A. Since / is also continuous the continuity of Hj{£, X) and hence also of If{£, X) follows by dominated convergence. q.e.d.
Remark 2.14 It should be kept in mind that the prior \opt which attains Cf{£) typically is different from the prior X which majcimizes /. For the entropy functional f{z) = -E^ilog-Zi one has A = X^nif whereas this is not true for Xopt-For example let Pi = Bin{k, for 1 < i < n. Then one can compute numerically (e.g. by the algorithm of Arimoto-Blahut) the optimal prior and it turns out that it gives greater weight to the Parameters near the boundary of (0,1). For a theoretical explanation of this phenomenon See e.g. [3] and more explicitely the recent paper [11] 
Some properties of concave functions on Prohn
In Our main resuits we shall need less than concavity for the function / which defines the similarity. Nevertheless comparison with concave functions is important. The following proposition collects a couple of useful and presumably known facts about nonnegative concave functions on Prob". For the readers' convenience we give all proofs. 
= a7(y) + {l-a)f(z).
Next we verify the monotonicity: Let 2/, 2 e R" be such that yi < Zi for every i e {1,..., n}. 
Convergence
We are interested in the asymptotic behaviour for large k of the quantities Hf{£k, A) and There are many alternative ways to express this condition. It means that asymptotically the true parameter can be estimated with arbitrarily small error probabilities. Obviously it is implied by the condition that for i # j one has for some s > 0
k^oo ' ^dP-
In the terminology of the theory of comparison of experiments the assumption A says that (the Standard measure of) £k converges weakly to (the Standard measure XilLi ^ei of) the most informative experiment Aia which in turn is equivalent to the fact that the minimal Bayes risk H),{S,\) converges to 0 (cf. e.g. [13] ,p. 395f). For our quantities one gets which proves the first assertion. For the second part let / attain its maximal value Mf at A. Then we have by lemma 2.15
q.e.d.
Comparing exponential rates
In many situations one can expect that the convergence in proposition 4.1 is exponentially fast. We want to show that in a wide class of functions / actually the exponential rate of convergence does not depend on the particular choice of /. For this consider the following definition. It is concerned with the comparison of the small values of two bounded nonnegative functions /, g. Here is an alternative description of this concept.
Remark 5.2 Let f, g be bounded nonnegative functions. Then f is exponentially dominated by g iff {g = 0} C [f = 0} and
9(z)->0 logs(z)
For US the most interesting examples are given by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.3 For every n € IN i/ie the entropy functional f{z) = -•Zilog^j is exponentially equivalent on Probn to the function 6(2) = 1 -max"^i Zj. The same is true for every function f on Probn which has a finite concave extension to R" and which vanishes precisely at the extreme points Cj.
The verification of the first part is straightforward calculus. The second Statement follows from proposition 3.1, parts d) and e). In example 2.7 it is shown that the first part is not a special case of the second part. In the case n = 2 the functions / given in example 2.8 are exponentially equivalent to b even for r > 1. However, it is easily seen that the functions from example 2.6 are not exponentially dominated by b whereas fa dominates b exponentially by proposition 3.1 d). Now we come to our main results. and also by exponential equivalence for every e > 0
Theorem 5.4 Let f and g be nonnegative bounded functions on Prob" and let f be exponentially dominated by g. Let {£k)k€ti ^^ ('•i^y sequence of experiments and let X be a prior. Then aj We have
These two estimates give as in the proof of a) the inequality (3) with h instead of g, uniformly in fi. Since h is also exponentially dominated by g one then can apply a) to replace h by g. If g rather than / is exponentially dominated by a convex function one argues similarly. c) is indeed a direct consequence of a) and b).
q.e.d.
The next theorem shows that the rates given by the previous result also apply to the capacity under the assumption A. In order to motivate it let us recall the remark 2.14 that the prior which attains Finally again by the preceding theorem we may pass in (4) from the prior A to any other strictly positive prior A. This completes the proof. q.e.d.
In [6] , theorem 3.37 a similar result is shown for functionals which are allowed to attain their maximum on the boundary of the simplex. However in that result the sequence of experiments is assumed to be of the product type.
The following result shows in particular that the rate of convergence of the Shannon capacity is the same as the rate of the deficiency S{£,Ma) to the most informative experiment. It extends to general experiments the fact which is known for product experiments that this rate is determined by the worst pair of parameters. By lemma 5.3 it even extends to general experiments the result of [12] that the deficiency rate equals the rate of the difference (1) for sublinear (resp. superlinear) functionals. Combining this result with either [12] , theorem 4.2 (see also [14] ) or directly the classical result of Chernoff [2] we get the following explicit result. As mentioned before in [10] a similar result is proved for Markov chains. Example. At least in the following numerical example for moderate size of k the numbers and X) are actually much nearer to each other than to the limit. So it would be interesting to prove that the deficiency and the Shannon capacity are dose even in the sense of a more refined asymptotic analysis. In this example £ is the Bernoulli experiment with the three parameters 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, the prior A is (0.3, 0.3, 0.4) and the limit rate equals approximatively 0.9789. Clearly in the continuous paramater Situation the capacity converges to infinity but with much slower speed because of the overlap of parameter which are very dose to each other. This question requires more subtle arguments, see [3] , [11] .
